2019 Minnesota Quilters Show Awards

**Best of Show Large:**
- My Secret Garden, by Margaret Solomon Gunn

**Best of Show Small:**
- Song of Summer, by Bethanne Nemesh

**Exemplary Hand Quilting:**
- Square Dance, by Barbara Clem

**Exemplary Moveable Machine Quilting:**
- Song of Summer, by Bethanne Nemesh

**Exemplary Stationary Machine Quilting:**
- The Medallion, by Jennifer Rose

**Applique Large One Person**
- First: Garden Variety Sampler, by Janet Stone
- Second: Just For Nice, by Susan Nelson
- Third: Sharon's Stash Dance, by Jamie Koubal

**Applique Large Two Person**
- First: Stonefields on the Prairie, by Linda Hohag
- Second: Spring Bouquet, by Anne Zemke

**Applique Small One or Two Person**
- First: Azy's Calico Kitty, by Twila Richter
- Second: Five Treasures, by Megan Farkas
- Third: Summertime, by Tamera Kaplan

**Art**
- First: Betah Symphony, by Claudia Pfeil
- Second: Chateau Theater, by Kim Frisk
- Third: Blessed, by Ann Horton
- HM: Women Rulers, by Connie Harris Farrington

**Group**
- First: Lavender Lillies, by Lisa Satermo
- Second: Antique Rose, by Connie Rodman
- Third: MCQ's 25th Anniversary Quilt, by Elizabeth Lanzatella

**Miniature**
- First: Ghost of St Elmo, by Sharon Schlotzhauer
- Second: Arrowheads II, by Stephanie Parks
- Third: Twisting Ribbons, by Sharon Engel

**Mixed Techniques Large**
- First: My Secret Garden, by Margaret Solomon Gunn
- Second: Marie's Treasure, by Marilyn Badger
- Third: Spangled, by Gail Stapanek
- HM: Square Dance, by Barbara Clem
- HM: Ode to Jinny, by Kathleen Littfin

**Mixed Techniques Small**
- First: The Neighborhood, by Kathy Hunter
- Second: July Fun, by Gail Bronner
- Third: Texas Woolly, by Mary Mishou

**Modern**
- First: Cody's Cubes, by Beth Nufer
- Second: Licorice Ribbons III, by Sharon L Schlotzhauer
- Third: United, by Inger Blood
- HM: Absolute Magnitude, by Alane Davis
- HM: Improvisation - First Time, by Melissa Griggs
- HM: Alternative Grids, by Cindy Seitz-Krug

**Other Techniques**
- First: Chocolate Truffles, by Carolyn Rider
- Second: String Quartet, by Ann Horton
- Third: Folk Art Fun in Baltimore, by Tami Graeber
- HM: Lace from the Past, by Mary Alsop
- HM: Northern Lights, by Mari Jamison

**Pictorial**
- First: In Full Bloom, by Claudia Pfeil
- Second: Magical, by Joanne Baeth
- Third: Bringing Down the House, by Jan Hutchison
- HM: Desert Big Horn Sheep, by Nancy Birger
- HM: American Royalty, by Barbara Lloyd

**Pieced Large One Person**
- First: Champagne Supernova, by Marilyn Badger
- Second: Taking the Unmapped Road, by Margaret Solomon Gunn
- Third: Starburst, by Peggy Marquardt
- HM: Colorful Colorado Medallion, by Sharon Engel
- HM: Jester's Jubilee, by Tami Graeber

**Pieced Large Two Person**
- First: Aurora, by Marilyn Lidstrom Larson
- Second: Purple Passion - Celestial Gardens, by Marilla Schmitt
- Third: The Flower Ring, by Stephanie Parks
- HM: Pearls of the Sea, by Chris Hoover
- HM: Lily Pond, by Edna Trunt

**Pieced Small**
- First: A Taste of Tie, by Inger Blood
- Second: The Medallion, by Jennifer Rose
- Third: Spring Equinox, by Chris Daly
- HM: #MeToo, by Nancy Cole
- HM: Pinwheel Pizzazz, by Susan Eberhart
- HM: Enchanting Stars, by Patricia Henseler
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Wholecloth
First:  *Song of Summer*, by Bethanne Nemesh
Second: *The Jump*, by Christina Arcenequi Bono

Workmanship
First:  *Homegrown*, by Terri White
Second: *Kaleidoscope of Stars*, by Jean Melancon
Third:  *Life is Busy*, by Bonnie Carlson

NACQJ Award of Merit
* A Taste of Tie*, by Inger Blood

2019 Challenge - Quilt or Wallhanging
First:  *Woven*, by Marsha Benson
Second:  *Rooster*, by Mary Tague

2019 Challenge - Wearable or 3-D art
First:  *Grace*, by Ellen Wold
Second:  *Corsican Vacation*, by Barb Cullen

Judge's Recognition - Allison Rainboth
*Ziggy*, by Betsy Shannon
Judge's Recognition - Diane Pitchford
*Bringing Down the House*, by Jan Hutchison

Faculty Award - Barbara Yates Beasley
*Here Kitty Kitty*, by Wendy Brandt
Faculty Award - Karen Kay Buckley
*Floral Medallion*, by Kathy Schier
Faculty Award - Nancy Eha
*Punk Self Portrait I*, by Lydia Newman Heggie
Faculty Award - Mike Ellingsen
*Fresh Cut*, by Gail Schneider
Faculty Award - Gudrun Erla
*Absolute Magnitude*, by Alane Davis
Faculty Award - Bonnie Hunter
*Winding Way to the North Shore*, by Melanie Anderson

Faculty Award - Tony Jacobson
*Art History Notes*, by Leslie Hughes
Faculty Award - Mary Kerr
*Medusa*, by Rebecca Lindgren
Faculty Award - Carole Lyles Shaw
*Lucy's First Year*, by Katy Carlson
Faculty Award - Karla Overland
*Celestial Puzzle*, by Pat Mitchell
Faculty Award - Kari Schell
*Lucy in the Sky*, by Alane Davis
Faculty Award - Suzy Webster
*Amazon Star*, by Kendra Smeby

Viewer's Choice - Quilt
*Colorful Copper Stars*, by Mike Ellingsen

Viewer's Choice - Wallhanging
*Fresh Cut*, by Gail Schneider

Mayor's Award - Kim Norton
*Rainbow Hosta*, by Mary Kay Ruhoff

President's Choice - Elise Frederick
*Medusa*, by Rebecca Lindgren

Show Coordinator's Choice:
*Up North Winter Pleasures*, by Sue Zahasky

Show Coordinator's Choice:
*Grandmother’s Flower Garden*, by Kathy Dietz-Huber

MCC Event Coordinator - Abby Ingram
*All Tangled Up*, by Nancy Rashka-Reeves

Site Security Team's Choice
*Yosemite Valley April 1960*, by Janet McTavish
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